SCHEEPMAKER / SHIPMAKER with Dutch roots.

The website www.scheepmakerstamboom.nl deals with our genealogical research into the family
name Scheepmaker originated in Holland. Links of the site give access to the digital version of a
number of family trees.
For you, living elswhere in the world and not - or not anymore - being able to read the Dutch language,
the website is not very useful. But it may be interesting to you to know that the following emigrants are
included in our family trees. They started a family of at least one generation Scheepmakers.
Between brackets: codes referring to the publications Scheepmaker-Kortenhoef en ScheepmakerAmsterdam.
INDONESIA
- Egbertus Scheepmaker (1849 - 1891): in 1873 via Aceh (Sumatra) to Makassar (Sulawesi) [A VIII.a]
[Grandson Bandi Egbertus Ludwig changed his surname into Subandi]
- Willem Scheepmaker (1850 - 1900): < 1878 to Surabaya (Jawa) [K X.ab.6]
AUSTRALIA
- Johannes Hendrik Schepemaker (1926 - 1983): ca 1954 to Sterling (WA) [K XII.q.2]
- Cornelis Johannes Jacobus Scheepmaker (* 1931): in 1953 to Sydney [A X.x]
CANADA
- Willem Scheepmaker/William Shipmaker (1886 - 1985): in 1909 to Edgewood (BC) [A IX.s]
- Pieter Gerardus Johannes Scheepmaker/Shipmaker (1927 - 2004): in 1954 via Australia to Toronto
[K XII.a.2]
- Willem Scheepmaker (1917 - 1979): ca 1954 to Edmonton (AB) [K XII.bi.2]
- Johannes Martinus Scheepmaker (1917 - 1977): in 1957 to Sault Ste Marie (ON) [A IX.n]
U.S. OF AMERICA
- Louis Amelius Scheepmaker (1875 - 1935): <1900 via Indonesia to Florida (?) [K XI.e.2]
- Hendrik Schepemaker (1928 - 1975): in 1954 via Australia to Denver (CO) [K XII.q.3]
BRAZIL
- Egbertus Scheepmaker (1913 - 1992): in 1951 to Jacarei (São Paulo) [A X.q]
SOUTH AFRICA
- Johannes Jacobus Scheepmaker (1908 - 1983): in 1951 to Johannesburg [A IX.z]

If you are a descendant of one of these emigrants and would like to have more information,
please let us know.
In case you descend from another Dutch Scheepmaker, or if your Scheepmaker/Shipmakerroots are uncertain, we also will be glad to get in touch with you.

